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Furthermore, the effects of plant proteins on muscle protein synthesis MPS were scarcely investigated in the
context of appetite, a significant risk factor for malnutrition and subsequent loss of muscle tissue [ 27 ]. These
protein descriptors have been calculated with the MInD-Prot tool using the topological information of the
amino acid contact networks of the protein chains, five atom physicochemical properties and the protein 3D
regions. Table 4. Ingestion of a high-protein meal before sleep has been shown to increase overnight MPS [ 53
], therefore this dietary habit should be sustained. The commonly observed uneven pattern of protein ingestion
in older adults suggests a potential risk of insufficient stimulation of MPS, even when RDA on a daily basis is
being met. Dawson-Hughes et al , not only showed that animal protein will not increase urinary calcium
excretion, but was also associated with higher levels of IGF-I and lower concentrations of the bone resorption
marker N-telopeptide. Potential acid as sulfate from sulfur-containing amino acids. Thus, some plant proteins
may have a greater potential to produce more mEq of sulfuric acid per g of protein than some animal proteins
Massey,  Plant-based nutrition has received much attention in the past decade [ 16 , 17 ]. A recent study has
shown that the Atkins diet can produce greater weight reduction at 3 and 6 months than a low-fat, high
carbohydrate diet based upon U. The evidence from these studies is however limited to investigating the
effects of different types of animal proteins on muscle health [ 14 , 15 ], and the effects of plant proteins other
than soy have not been adequately studied. Dietary Sources of Protein 3. They showed that the women
consuming the highest animal to vegetable protein ratio had nearly a 4-fold greater risk of hip fractures
compared with women consuming a lower animal to vegetable protein ratio. Dietary Protein and
Cardiovascular Disease Risk High protein diets have also been suggested to have negative effects on blood
lipid profiles and blood pressure, causing an increase risk for cardiovascular disease. Introduction In the UK, it
is projected that by the majority of the population will be aged 40 or older [ 1 ]. Corfe Mark A. Hannon and
colleagues demonstrated that animal protein intake in an older population, several times greater than the RDA
requirement, results in a bone density accruement and significant decrease in fracture risk. Markov mean
properties for cell death-related protein classification The cell death CD is a dynamic biological function
involved in physiological and pathological processes. The link between protein consumption at the RDA level
and adverse health outcomes was also confirmed in longitudinal observational studies. As carbohydrate stores
are reduced the body relies more upon fat as its primary energy source. In summary, protein requirements vary
on an individual basis and depend on various factors, such as age, health status and PAL. Therefore, an
increase in intake of dietary protein beginning around midlife merits further research 2. However, it has to be
stressed, that dietary patterns describe diet as a whole and it cannot be concluded that all components e. The
purpose of this review is threefold: 1 to summarise evidence regarding the optimal quantity and daily
distribution of protein intake in ageing adults; 2 to present current knowledge about sustainable protein intake
in the context of appetite control; and 3 to identify the areas for future research and challenges in introducing
novel food solutions to consumers. In addition, the pattern of protein consumption was suggested to be of
greater importance than the total daily amount consumed [ 13 ], which will be discussed in the next section.
Stevenson ,6 Simon Penson ,7 and Alexandra M. However, if animal protein consumption is modified by
other nutrients e. Open in a separate window Soy concentrate was developed in the late s and early s and is
made from defatted soybeans. However, as the study duration continued the percentage of subjects with
positive urinary ketone concentrations became reduced, and by six months urinary ketones were not present in
any of the subjects.


